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APPLICATION TAPES



TransferRite® application tapes are proudly made by ABI Tape, one of 
the world’s leading pressure sensitive tape manufacturers, pioneering 
the industry since 1908. ABI’s extensive line of tape products boasts 
some of the best application tapes in the business today. Transfer tapes 
are an essential part of installing vinyl graphics and TransferRite brand 
premasks make those installations effortless. Our years of experience, 
combined with our wide array of carefully crafted products, makes us 
your go-to for all types of sign and graphics projects.

115 YEARS OF
INNOVATION



“Our team at Graphix Unlimited have been long-time users and fans of TransferRite 
products for nearly 30 years. We rely on their quality and availability of application 
tapes to meet our varying needs. As we continue to grow and expand, we know we 
can count on the TransferRite team to supply us with solutions that are perfect for 
our applications. At Graphix Unlimited, we value TransferRite’s dedication to customer 
satisfaction and highly recommend using their diverse product lines to satisfy all your 
projects.“

- Melissa Vitali, CEO of Graphix Unlimited

LET’S TALK

Are you finding yourself frustrated with inadequate application tapes? You 
just haven’t met the right one yet! From small, simple decals to colossal, 
complex vinyl installations and everything in between, TransferRite® brand 
application tapes offer superior solutions. This guide will help you get to 
know all of the different types of tapes we offer and exactly how they can 
help make even your most complicated applications frustration-free.

TAKE IT FROM AN INDUSTRY PRO



Standard Papers

Need  superior signmaking solutions? Experience the all-purpose power 
of TransferRite® paper application tapes. Throughout the years, we have 
developed and perfected a complete line of standard and heavyweight 
papers. From your largest graphics to your smallest decals, our paper 
line provides economical solutions for all your applications.

VISIONARY
& VERSATILE

PRODUCT
NUMBER

TACK
LEVEL

THICKNESS
(mils)

ADHESIVE 
TYPE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

6560 Low 4 Rubber Great for large vinyl graphics. Smooth removal after installation.
Common sizes are 6”, 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

6582 Medium 4 Rubber All-purpose workhorse for medium vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 6”, 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

6592 High 4.2 Rubber All-purpose workhorse for small vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 12”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 48”, and 60”

Heavyweight Papers

PRODUCT
NUMBER

TACK
LEVEL

THICKNESS
(mils)

ADHESIVE 
TYPE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

6760 Low 5 Rubber Great for large vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 6”, 12”, 24”, 30”, 48”, and 60”

6782 Medium 5 Rubber Great for medium vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 24”, 30”, 36”, 48”, and 60”

6792 High 5 Rubber Great for small vinyl graphics, including striping and pin striping.
Common sizes are 6”, 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

6798 Very 
High 5.6 Rubber Great for coarse surfaces like reflective films and awning materials.

Common sizes are 12”, 24”, and 48”

TransferRite® standard papers are 
traditional transfer tapes. This line is our 
economical option for your regular sign 
needs. We offer low, medium, and high 
tack products to suit small, medium, and 
large applications. TransferRite standard 
papers will get the job done.

TransferRite® heavyweight papers are 
traditional transfer tapes. This line is 
our economical option for your more 
substantial sign needs. Their thickness 
adds strength and stability that make 
tearing a non-issue. TransferRite 
heavyweight papers are rugged and 
reliable.



Standard ULTRA® Papers

SAY GOODBYE TO
DOG-EARED DECALS

TransferRite ULTRA® products have been specifically designed 
to provide superior adhesion to even the most stubborn liners. 
These application tapes lay flat, saving you the hassle of 
dealing with unwanted curling, wrinkling or tunneling.

PRODUCT
NUMBER

TACK
LEVEL

THICKNESS
(mils)

ADHESIVE 
TYPE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

560U Low 4.3 Rubber Great for large vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 15”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

582U Medium 4.2 Rubber All-purpose workhorse for medium vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 3”, 6”, 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

592U High 4.3 Rubber All-purpose workhorse for small vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 3”, 6”, 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

Heavyweight ULTRA® Papers

PRODUCT
NUMBER

TACK
LEVEL

THICKNESS
(mils)

ADHESIVE 
TYPE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

760U Low 5.4 Rubber Great for large vinyl and paint mask installations.
Common sizes are 6”, 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54” and 60”

782U Medium 5.4 Rubber Great for medium vinyl and paint mask installations.
Common sizes are 3”, 6”, 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

792U High 5.4 Rubber Great for small vinyl and paint mask installations.
Common sizes are 3”, 6”, 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

794U Very 
High 5.4 Rubber Great for dusted and frosted etched glass vinyls. Wet application friendly.

Common sizes are 24”, 30”, 48”, and 60”

Standard TransferRite ULTRA® papers 
are traditional transfer tapes, with the 
added benefit of exceptional lay-flat 
characteristics. Their adhesive has been 
designed to stick to areas of exposed 
liners, helping you avoid damage to your 
graphics like wrinkling, tunneling, and 
curling. TransferRite Ultra tapes keep 
your decals in pristine shape.

Heavyweight TransferRite ULTRA® papers 
are traditional transfer tapes, with the 
added benefit of exceptional lay-flat 
characteristics. Their adhesive has been 
designed to stick to areas of exposed 
liners, helping you avoid damage to your 
graphics like wrinkling, tunneling, and 
curling. Their thickness adds strength and 
stability that make tearing a non-issue.



1300 Series ULTRA® Films

PRODUCT
NUMBER

TACK
LEVEL

THICKNESS
(mils)

ADHESIVE 
TYPE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

1301 Low 3.9 Rubber Great for large vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 12”, 24”, 30”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

1310 Medium 3.9 Rubber For use with calendered intermediate vinyl. Clarity is great for RTA decals.
Common sizes are 3”, 6”, 12”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 48”, 54”,and 60”

1310 Grid Medium 3.9 Rubber
Great for craft applications like small lettering and fine details. Clarity is 
great for RTA decals. Also sold in rolls or sheets with liner.
Common sizes are 6”, 12”, 24”, and 48”

1320 High 3.9 Rubber
Great for small graphics with fine detail. Pairs well with specialty vinyls like 
etched glass, reflective, and holographic films.
Common sizes are 6”, 12”, 24”, 48”, and 60”

1500 Series Films

PRODUCT
NUMBER

TACK
LEVEL

THICKNESS
(mils)

ADHESIVE 
TYPE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

1504 Low 4.2 Rubber Great for large vinyl graphics.
Common sizes are 48” and 60”

1510 Medium 4.2 Rubber Great for medium vinyl graphics. Thickness provides stability.
Common sizes are 24”, 48”, and 54”

1520 High 4.4 Rubber Great for small lettering, striping, and doming. Thickness provides stability.
Common sizes are 12”, 24”, and 48”

AirMask
510U Medium 4.3 Rubber Designed for use with exposed air egress liners.

Common sizes 24”, 30”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

SEE IT CLEAR The TransferRite® family of film application tapes will help you achieve perfect 
placement. The clarity they provide makes precise alignment a breeze.

The TransferRite® 1300 Series is a family 
of clear film application tapes used for the 
transfer of vinyl graphics. Unlike traditional 
paper tapes, their clarity allows you to 
see your graphics during installation, to 
help you achieve the perfect placement 
every time. Our ULTRA® adhesive provides 
superior adhesion to even the most 
stubborn liners.

The TransferRite® 1500 Series is a family 
of transparent film application tapes 
used for the transfer and protection of 
vinyl graphics. You can trust these tapes 
to perform during your most challenging 
applications. Their thickness delivers 
added stability during installations and 
translucent nature helps with alignment.



Specialty & Protective Products

PRODUCT
NUMBER

TACK
LEVEL

THICKNESS
(mils)

ADHESIVE 
TYPE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

SPECIALTY PAPERS & FILMS

TransferRite®

6882 Medium 5.5 Rubber Great for medium vinyl graphics. Adheres to UV screen printed graphics.
Common sizes are 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

StencilRite®

6932 High 7.5 Rubber

Heavyweight paper tape on a crepe liner. Temporary wallpaper for movie set 
backdrops, designs, and displays. Cost effective, time saving, and easy to 
dispose of. Can be used for container markings. Able to be steel rule die cut.
Common sizes are 24” and 48”  |  Only available in 25 or 50 yards

TransferRite®

992U High 7 Rubber Great for partial vehicle wraps.
Common sizes are 24”, 30”, 48”, 54”, and 60”

PalletMask™ 
PM-12 High 4.2 Rubber

Protective paper masking for screen printing pallets. Use ensures a fresh, 
smooth surface for every print run. Removes cleanly and easily.
Common sizes are 5”, 16”, 18”, 24”, and 36”

PaintMask™ 
PM-50 Medium 3.4 Acrylic

Yellow vinyl stencil film used for RV and fleet paint applications. Cuts and 
weeds easily. Conforms to compound curves and leaves crisp paint lines. 
Works on a wide variety of paint chemistries. Removes cleanly and easily in 
one piece. Pairs well with 592U application tape.
Common sizes are 15”, 30”, and 48”

ProtectRite®

8510 Medium 3 Rubber
Protective film tape. Blue color provides UV protection and helps 
differentiate film from substrate.
Common sizes are 12”, 24”, and 48”

At ABI Tape, we pride ourselves on our ingenuity and innovative solutions. We’re accustomed to working 
with customers to tailor solutions to their specific needs. No matter the issue, we’ve got the solution.

ABI Tape’s line of Specialty & Protective 
products offer solutions for even your 
most unique projects. Applications 
range from UV screen printed graphics, 
temporary movie set backdrops, partial 
vehicle wraps, paint applications, 
reflective films, awning materials, and 
much more.
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105 Whittendale Drive
Moorestown, NJ 08057

856-778-0708

www.abitape.com

CONTACT US

Here at ABI Tape, our responsiveness is what sets us apart from other 
tape manufacturers. Whether you have a specific question, need a sample, 
or have a new idea, we’re here to help. Our customer service team and 
dedicated sales force carry the technical knowledge to help guide you and 
solve your toughest problems. Please reach out to us at any time.

WE’RE HERE
FOR YOU.

facebook.com/TransferRite

@TransferRite_tapes


